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First, we discuss the relation between the integral separation of solutions of a
linear periodic system
xX s A t x 1 .  .
and the structure of its characteristic multipliers. Second, we investigate the
 .reducibility of 1 by a complex or a real Lyapunov transformation. Third, we prove
the property of the small change in the direction of solutions of v-periodic system
 .  .1 as the result of a small perturbation of 1 under the following assumptions:
 .  .a When the characteristic multipliers of 1 are distinct and the perturba-
 .  .  .  .tion of 1 is admissible. The perturbation C t s B t y A t is called admissible
 .  .to the system 1 , if the characteristic multipliers r and r of the systems 1 andÄk k
yX s B t y , 2 .  .
respectively, have the same argument, i.e., arg r s arg r , k s 1, . . . , n. In thisÄk k
 .case, we also say that the perturbed v-periodic system 2 is admissible to theÄ
 .system 1 .
 .  .b When the characteristic multipliers of 1 are real and distinct and the
perturbation is arbitrary. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .Let A t , B t be real n = n matrix-functions, bounded and continuous
 . w .  xor piecewise continuous on the interval J, where J is 0, q` y`, 0 , or
 .y`, q` . We consider the two systems of linear ordinary differential
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w xequations 1 ,
xX s A t x , 1 .  .
and
yX s B t y. 2 .  .
 . A linear system 1 is defined to be a system with integral separation see
w x w x.  .  .8 or 9 if there exists a fundamental system of solutions x t , . . . , x t1 n
such that
x t x t .  .kq1 k a  tys.: G Ke ,
x s x s .  .kq1 k
for s F t, k s 1, . . . , n y 1, where K ) 0, a ) 0.
w x  .Millionscikov in 8 has shown that the system 1 is a system withÏÏ
integral separation if and only if there is a small change in the direction of
the solutions of this system as the result of a small perturbation of the
system. By this, it is meant that, for every « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such that,
 .  .for e¨ery solution y t of e¨ery perturbed system 2 , satisfying the condi-
tion
def
r A , B s sup A t y B t - d , 3 .  .  .  .
J
$
 .  . < <there exists a solution x t of 1 such that sup x t , y t - « , where .  . .J$
 .x , y is the angle between the vectors x and y.
5 5  .Throughout this paper ? denotes any norm, when the argument is a
vector in R n, and the corresponding operator norm, when the argument is
a matrix of order n = n.
w xMoreover, Akhrem stated in 2 that if all characteristic multipliers of
 .the v-periodic system 1 are real and distinct, but there exists a pair of
 .characteristic multipliers having different sign, then system 1 has a
 .  .normal basis x t , . . . , x t such that, for every « ) 0, there is a d ) 01 n
 .  .such that, for every v-periodic system 2 , satisfying condition 3 , there
 .  .exist solutions y t , . . . , y t satisfying the condition1 n
$
max sup x t , y t - « . 4 .  .  . .k k
1FkFn J
In this work we intend to strengthen the above results in two directions.
On the one hand, we show that the property of the small change in the
direction of the solutions remains true under a certain admissible pertur-
 .bation of the system see Definition in Section 3 . On the other hand,
 .we permit the perturbed system 2 to be periodic with period different
from v.
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 w x.We recall see 6 that the characteristic multipliers r , . . . , r of the1 n
 .v-periodic system 1 are defined to be the eigenvalues of the monodromy
 .  .  .matrix X v where X t is the fundamental matrix of solutions of 1 such
 .  .  .  .that X 0 s I. Moreover, a basis of solutions x t , . . . , x t of 1 is1 n
 .  .  .called normal, if, given any other basis y t , . . . , y t of 1 , we have1 n
n n
x x F x y , .  . k k
ks1 ks1
 .where the Lyapuno¨ exponent x z of the non-trivial vector-function
 . w .z s z t on the interval J s 0, ` is defined as
1
x z s lim ln z t . .  .
ttª`
 .Also, the characteristic exponents l of the v-periodic system 1 arek
 . < < .defined as l s 1rv ln r q iarg r , k s 1, . . . ,n, where the r arek k k k
 .the characteristic multipliers of 1 . It should be kept in mind that the
characteristic exponents of a periodic linear system are not identical to its
Lyapunov exponents. The first are, in general, complex numbers and the
second are the real parts of these numbers.
 .  .The systems 1 and 2 are said to be kinematically similar, if there exists
 .a continuously or piecewise continuously differentiable invertible
 .  .  . y1 .matrix-function L t called a Lyapuno¨ matrix such that L t and L t
 . are bounded on J and the transformation x s L t y called the Lyapuno¨
.  .  .transformation takes the solutions of 1 onto the solutions of 2 . When
 .  .the system 1 is kinematically similar to a system 2 with constant
 . coefficients, then the system 1 is called reducible in the sense of
.Lyapunov .
We now give an outline of the contents of the paper.
In Section 2 we discuss the relation between integral separation in
periodic systems and the structure of their characteristic multipliers.
In Section 3 we investigate the reducibility by a complex and a real
Lyapunov transformation of a periodic system and prove that these trans-
formations of a periodic system depend continuously on the periodic
perturbations of the system.
In Section 4 we prove the property of the small change in the direction
of the solutions of an v-periodic system as the result of a small v-periodicÄ
 .perturbation of the system 1 under the following assumptions: either
 .when the characteristic multipliers of 1 are distinct and the perturbation
 .is admissible in a sense to be specified in Section 3 or when the
 .characteristic multipliers of 1 are real and distinct and the perturbation is
arbitrary.
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Finally, in Section 5 we construct three examples illustrating the impor-
tance of the requested conditions in our results.
2. INTEGRAL SEPARATION IN PERIODIC SYSTEMS
We intend to derive a necessary and sufficient condition that a periodic
system be a system with integral separation.
 .PROPOSITION 1. The v-periodic system 1 is a system with integral
separation if and only if this system has n characteristic multipliers r , . . . , r ,1 n
< < < <which are different in modulus, i.e., r / r , for all 1 F k / m F n.k m
w xProof. It is known from the Floquet theory 6 that the following
statements are true:
 .  .i If the v-periodic system 1 has a characteristic multiplier r,
 .  .then and only then this system has a normal solution x t such that
 .  .x t q v s r x t , for all t g J;
 .  .ii If the v-periodic system 1 has n distinct characteristic multipli-
ers r , . . . , r , then there exists a fundamental system of normal solutions1 n
 .  .  .x t , . . . , x t of system 1 such that1 n
x t s elk tc t , k s 1, . . . , n , t g J , 5 .  .  .k k
 .  .where the c t are v-periodic vector functions, c t / 0, and the l arek k k
 .the characteristic exponents of the periodic system 1 .
 .First, let the v-periodic system 1 be a system with n distinct character-
 .istic multipliers. Then, using 5 , we have
x t x s .  .kq1 k  tys.r v .Re l yRe l .kq 1 k? s e D t , s , 6 .  .kx s x t .  .kq1 k
where the functions
c t c s .  .kq1 k
D t , s s ? .k c s c t .  .kq1 k
are periodic on t, s and continuous, for all k s 1, . . . , n y 1, t, s g J and
hence, are bounded both below and above.
 .  .Therefore, from 6 it is implied that the v-periodic system 1 , having
distinct characteristic multipliers is a system with integral separation if
only this system has n different in modulus characteristic multipliers
r , . . . , r .1 n
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 .On the contrary, if the system 1 is a system with integral separation,
 .then from the definition of integral separation we have that the system 1
has n different in modulus characteristic multipliers.
 .Remark 1. When the v-periodic system 1 has n different in modulus
characteristic multipliers r , . . . , r , then by Millionscikov's characteriza-ÏÏ1 n
tion of systems with integral separation and Proposition 1, it is implied that
this system satisfies the property of the small change in the directions of
 .the solutions for all small perturbations of system 1 . At the same time,
 .when system 1 has n distinct real characteristic multipliers, which are not
 .different in modulus, then system 1 cannot have the property of the small
change in the direction of the solutions for all small perturbations.
 .Nevertheless, we are going to show in Theorem 1 Theorem 2 of Section 4
 .  .that the v-periodic system 1 with the n distinct real and distinct
characteristic multipliers has the property of the small change in the
 .direction of the solutions for some admissible for all small periodic
 .perturbations not necessarily with period v .
3. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE OF LYAPUNOV
TRANSFORMATIONS OF PERTURBED PERIODIC
SYSTEMS
w xAt first, we remark that by Floquet]Lyapunov Theorem 6, p. 183 any
 .periodic system 1 is reducible to a real system with constant coefficients
by a real Lyapunov transformation.
Using the standard ``continuous dependence'' theorems, the matrix
w x wintegral form of Riesz 5, p. 17 , and the Gronwall]Bellman lemma 6, p.
x108 we can prove the following Lemma 1.
 .LEMMA 1. Let the system 1 be T-periodic and all its characteristic
multipliers be distinct. Then, for e¨ery « ) 0, there exists a d ) 0 such that,
 .  .for all T-periodic systems 2 , satisfying condition 3 , we ha¨e
Ä Ä Ä5 5 5 5 5 5max L y L , L y L , L y L - « , 7 . 51 1 2 2
Ä Ä .  .  .  .where L s 1rT Ln X T , L s 1rT Ln Y T ; L , L are the Jordan1 1 2 2
Ä Ä Ä  .  .normal forms of L , L , respecti¨ ely; L s Re L , L s Re L , and X t , Y t1 1 2 2
 .  .are the monodromy matrices of the systems 1 and 2 , respecti¨ ely.
Ä ÄFurthermore, all matrices L , L , L, and L are diagonal.2 2
w x  .Indeed, it is known 6, p. 61 that the matrices X T , L , and, by1
Ä .continuity, also the matrices Y T , L have the same Jordan structures.1
Ä ÄHence, the matrices L , L and L , L are diagonal, for all sufficiently2 2
 .small d , and 7 is satisfied.
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In what follows, we need to introduce the next definition.
 .DEFINITION. The periodic perturbed system 2 is called admissible to
 .the periodic system 1 , if the characteristic multipliers r and r of theÄk k
 .  .systems 1 and 2 , respectively, have the same argument: arg r s arg r ,Äk k
 .  .k s 1, . . . , n. In this case, we also say that the perturbation C t s B t y
 .  .A t is admissible to the system 1 .
 .  .In this definition we permit that the periods of the systems 1 and 2
can be different.
 .PROPOSITION 2. Let the system 1 be T-periodic and all its characteristic
multipliers be distinct. Then, for e¨ery « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such that, for
 .  .all admissible T-periodic systems 2 satisfying condition 3 , we ha¨e
Äsup L t y L t - « , 8 .  .  .
J
Ä .  .where L t and L t are the complex matrices of the Lyapuno¨ transforma-
 .  .tions leading the systems 1 and 2 to the real constant coefficient systems
X X Äu s Lu and ¨ s L¨ , 9 .
respecti¨ ely.
Ä .  .Proof. By construction, the Lyapunov matrices L t and L t were
obtained in the form
L t s X t eyL 1 tSeit Im L 2 , .  .
10 .
Ä ÄyL t i t Im L1 2Ä ÄL t s Y t e Se , .  .
Ä y1where S, S are the constant invertible matrices such that L s S L S2 1
Ä Äy1Ä Äand L s S L S, respectively.2 1
 .The proof of 9 will proceed in three steps.
 .  .  .First Step. It is known that the matrices F t s X t exp yL t and1
Ä Ä .  .  .F t s Y t exp yL t are T-periodic solutions on J of the integral matrix1
equations
t
F t s I q A j F j y F j L dj , .  .  .  . .H 1
0
11 .
tÄ Ä Ä ÄF t s I q B j F j y F j L dj , .  .  .  . .H 1
0
respectively.
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 .Applying now the Gronwall]Bellman Lemma on relations 11 on the
w xinterval 0, T , we get, using Lemma 1,
T A AAq5 L 5 .15 5F t F I e , .
12 .
T A AAqdq«q5 L 5 .1ÄF t y F t F T d q « F t e , .  .  .  .
defA A 5  .5 5  .5where A s sup A t s max A t .J w0, T x
 .Evidently, the inequalities 12 hold on the whole interval J, since the
Ä .  .matrices F t and F t are T-periodic on J. Therefore,
Älim sup F t y F t s 0. 13 .  .  .
dª0q J
Ä Second Step. Since the matrices S and S depend continuously even
Ä.analytically on the elements of the matrices L and L , respectively,1 1
 w x.provided that the latter matrices have different eigenvalues see 3 , it
results that
Ä5 5lim S y S s 0. 14 .
dª0q
Third Step. Denoting
L s diag p q iq , . . . , p q iq , .2 1 1 n n
ÄL s diag p q iq , . . . , p q iq ,Ä Ä Ä Ä .2 1 1 n n
we can easily compute for the Euclidean norm that
1r2n q y qÄk kÄi t Im L i t Im L 22 25 5e y e s 2 sin t , /2ks1
and, therefore, we obtain for any norm that
Äi t Im L i t Im L2 25 5lim sup e y e s 0, 15 .
dª0q J
if only
q s q , for all k s 1, . . . , n. 16 .Äk k
 .  .By our hypotheses, the perturbed system 2 is admissible to 1 and,
 .hence, equalities 16 hold.
 .  .  .  .Finally, from 10 , using 13 ] 15 , we get the required relation 8 .
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 .PROPOSITION 3. Let the system 1 be T-periodic and all its characteristic
multipliers be real and distinct. Then, for e¨ery « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such
 .  .  .that, for all T-periodic systems 2 satisfying condition 3 , the relation 8
holds.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 3 follows from the previous proposi-
tion, as far as we only notice that, if all the characteristic multipliers rk
are real and distinct, then for any sufficiently small perturbation the
 .  .system 2 is admissible to 1 . Indeed, in this case, some of the characteris-
tic multipliers can be positive and their arguments can be considered to be
null; others can be negative and their arguments can be considered to be
equal to p . Furthermore, after a sufficiently small perturbation of the
 .system 1 , the characteristic multipliers r remain real and distinctÄk
 .without changing argument, as it is required by relation 16 .
Similarly, the following propositions are true.
 .PROPOSITION 4. Let the system 1 be T-periodic and all its characteristic
multipliers be distinct. Then, for e¨ery « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such that, for
 .  .all admissible T-periodic systems 2 satisfying condition 3 , we ha¨e
Äsup Q t y Q t - « , 17 .  .  .
J
Ä .  .where Q t and Q t are the real matrices of the Lyapuno¨ transformations
 .  .  .leading the systems 1 and 2 to the real constant coefficient systems 9 .
 .PROPOSITION 5. Let the system 1 be T-periodic and all its characteristic
multipliers be real and distinct. Then, for e¨ery « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such
 .  .  .that, for all T-periodic systems 2 satisfying condition 3 , the relation 17
holds.
For the proof of the above two propositions, it suffices to use the
corresponding Propositions 2, 3 and to notice that, by construction the real
Ä .  .Lyapunov matrices Q t and Q t can be to defined in the following
manner
Ä Ä Ä ÄQ t s Re L t q b Im L t , Q t s Re L t q b Im L t . 18 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Ä .Now, let us show that in the relations 18 one can put b s b. As we can
Ä .  .see at the construction of Q t and Q t , it suffices to show that we can
Ä Ä .  .take b s b in the definition of Q 0 and Q 0 . Indeed, we can choose
Äb s b , different from the at most 2n real roots of the two polynomials
Ä Ä .  .  .det Q 0 and det Q 0 in b and b , respectively , such that both the real
Ä .  .constant matrices Q 0 and Q 0 are nonsingular.
 .  .Hence, using 8 , we obtain the required 17 .
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4. THE SMALL CHANGE IN THE DIRECTION OF THE
SOLUTIONS OF PERIODIC SYSTEMS
 .THEOREM 1. Let the system 1 be v-periodic and suppose that all its
 .characteristic multipliers are distinct. Let the system 2 be v-periodic andÄ
 .admissible to the system 1 . We assume that vrv is rational and that theÄ
 .matrix X T has also distinct eigen¨alues, where T is a common period of
 .  .  .  .systems 1 and 2 and X t is the fundamental matrix of solutions of 1 ,
 .equal to the identity matrix I at t s 0. Then the system 1 has a normal basis
 .  .x t , . . . , x t such that, for e¨ery « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such that, for1 n
 .  .  .  .e¨ery system 2 satisfying condition 3 , there exist solutions y t , . . . , y t1 n
 .satisfying condition 4 .
Remark 2. The period v in Theorem 1 does not depend on « and dÄ
 .and it only depends on the system 1 .
Proof of Theorem 1. To estimate the change in the direction of the
 .  .solutions of the systems 1 and 2 we notice
 .a The Lyapunov transformations conserve the Lyapunov expo-
nents and, therefore, the normal bases of solutions, being transformed into
normal bases again.
 .  .b Both transformed systems 9 are diagonal and, therefore, they
 .  .  .  .have the normal and collinear bases u t , . . . , u t and ¨ t , . . . , ¨ t ,1 n 1 n
respectively, with diagonal fundamental matrices.
 .g For any vectors x and y and any nonsingular matrix Q, we have
 .the inequalities for the Euclidean norm
$
sin x , y r2 $ $ . y15 5 5 5F sin Qx , Qy r2 F Q Q sin x , y r2 . 19 . .  .y15 5 5 5Q Q
For the proof of these inequalities, we first remark, that
5 5 5 5x x
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F Qx F Q x , F Q x F Q x ,y1 5 55 5 QQ
2Qx Qy 1 x y$
24 sin Qx , Qy s y G y . 2y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Qx Qy Qx Qy5 5Q
2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 x y x y $
s q y 2 cos x , y .2 2 2y1 5 5 5 5Qx Qy5 5 5 5 5 5Q Qx Qy
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5 5 5 54 x y
G sin x , y r2 .2y1 5 5 5 5Qx Qy5 5Q
4 $
2G sin x , y r2 , .2 2y15 5 5 5Q Q
 .which show the validity of the left hand side of 19 .
 .Similarly, we proceed to show the right hand side of 19 .
 .Moreover, we notice that it follows from 19 that the vectors Qx and Qy
are simultaneously collinear with the vectors x and y. Using these re-
marks, to complete the proof of our theorem it suffices to show that, for
 .every « ) 0, there exists a d ) 0 such that, for any perturbed system 2
 .  .  .  .  .satisfying condition 3 , the inequality 4 holds with x t s Q t u t andk k
Ä .  .  .y t s Q t ¨ t .k k
Indeed, for any k s 1, . . . , n, we have
$
Ä2 sin Qu , Q¨ r2k k /
ÄQu Q¨ Q¨ Q¨k k k kF y q y
5 5 5 5 5 5 ÄQu Q¨ Q¨ 5 5Q¨k k k k
Ä Ä Ä5 5 5 5 < 5 5 5 5 <Q¨ Q¨ Q y Q ¨ Q¨ y Q¨k k k k ks y F q
5 5 5 5 5 5ÄQ¨ Q¨ Q¨5 5Q¨k k kk
Ä5 5Q¨ y Q¨k ky1 y1Ä Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F Q y Q Q q F 2 Q y Q Q .
5 5Q¨ k
 .From the latter inequality, using 19 , we finally obtain the required
 .inequality 4 .
As in the previous section, we have the following modification of
Theorem 1.
 .THEOREM 2. Let the system 1 be v-periodic and suppose that all its
 .characteristic multipliers are real and distinct. Then the system 1 has a
 .  .normal basis x t , . . . , x t such that, for e¨ery « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such1 n
 .  .that, for e¨ery v-periodic system 2 , satisfying condition 3 , where vrv sÄ Ä
 .  .  .2 l y 1 rm, l, m g N, there exist solutions y t , . . . , y t satisfying condi-1 n
 .tion 4 .
For the proof of this result, it suffices to note that, under these
 .conditions, the number T s 2 l y 1 v ) 0 is a common period of both
 . 2 ly1 .considered systems and the eigenvalues of the matrix X T s X v
are also distinct and, moreover, all sufficiently small perturbations are
admissible.
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5. EXAMPLES
 .In Theorems 1 and 2 Section 4 we have demanded that:
 .  .D1 all the characteristic multipliers of the v-periodic system 1
 .are distinct or real and distinct ;
 .  .D2 the perturbed v-periodic system 2 is admissible;Ä
 .  . D3 the fraction vrv is rational and such that the matrix X T TÄ
 .  ..  .is a common period of A t and B t of the unperturbed system 1 has
distinct characteristic multipliers.
Thus, in this section we intend to analyse these cases giving some
examples which illustrate the importance of the above demands, in the
sense that, if these demands are not satisfied, then the conclusions of the
above mentioned theorems do not hold.
 .Now we start with the first example, in which the demand D1 does not
hold.
 .EXAMPLE 1. We consider the two-dimensional v-periodic system 1
corresponding to Hill's equation with piecewise constant coefficients
2 wa , if t g 0, c.0 1
A t s , p t s .  . 2yp t 0 . wb , if t g c, v ,.
 .  .where the real numbers a , b b / a , c, v v ) c are such that cos
 .   . .ac s cos b v y c s 1 for example, ac s b v y c s 2p .
 .Then, we can calculate that X v s I and, hence, the characteristic
 .multipliers of the system 1 are r s r s 1. Therefore, the v-periodic1 2
 .  .Lyapunov transformation x s X t u transforms 1 into the system
uX s 0. 20 .
Let us now consider the perturbed two-dimensional v-periodic system
yX s A t q C t y , 21 .  .  . .
 .where the small perturbation C t is such that
2yx x x11 21 11 0 dy1C t s d , X t C t X t s .  .  .  .2 0 0yx x x21 11 21
 .  .and x s x t are the elements of the matrix X t .i j i j
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 .  .  .Thus, the v-periodic systems 1 and 20 as well as the systems 21 and
0 dX¨ s ¨ 22 .0 0
are kinematically similar with the same Lyapunov transformation.
 .  .Finally, using the inequalities 19 , instead of the non-validity of 4 , we
1. . 2. .  .can prove that, for every normal basis u t , u t of the system 20 ,
 .there exists an « ) 0 such that, for every d ) 0, there exists a system 22
1. . 2. .  .such that any solutions ¨ t , ¨ t of 24 satisfy the inequality
$
k . k .max sup u t , ¨ t G « . .  . /
ks1, 2 J
We remark that this two-dimensional example can be generalized to the
n-dimensional case, using a block construction.
 .In the next example the demand D2 is not satisfied.
 .EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider the v-periodic two-dimensional system 1 ,
where
2 wa , if t g 0, cr 1 .Ã
A t s , p t s .  . 2yp t r . Ã wb , if t g c, v ,.
 .  .and the real numbers r, a , b b / a , c, v v ) c are such that rv sÃ Ã
ln r , cos ac s 1, b s 1, v y c s w.0
 .  . tK  .  . .It is not difficult to see that X t s F t e , where F t F 0 s I is a
continuous v-periodic on J matrix-function and
ln r w0Kv s Ln X v s . . yw ln r0
 .Further, let us consider any perturbed two-dimensional system 2 hav-
 .ing a fundamental matrix Y t of the form
ln r wÄ Ä0ÄtK ÄY t s F t e , Kv s . .  . yw ln rÄ Ä0
 . Suppose first, that the system 1 has a normal basis in our case every
 .non-trivial solution of 1 has a Lyapunov exponent equal to r and,0
.consequently, any basis is normal
TtKx t s F t e x , x , j s 1, 2, .  .  .j 1 j 2 j
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such that, for every « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such that, for every v-periodic
 .  .system 2 satisfying the condition 3 , there exist the solutions
TÄtKy t s F t e y , y , j s 1, 2, .  .  .j 1 j 2 j
satisfying the condition
$
max sup x t , y t - « . 23 .  .  . /k k
ks1, 2 J
Next, we will estimate directly the change in the direction between the
 .  .  .  .solutions x t and y t , j s 1, 2, of the systems 1 and 2 , respectively.j j
 .Using the inequalities 19 and noticing that
tw tw
cos sint ln r v v0
exp tK s exp U w , U w s , .  .  . / tw twv
ysin cos
v v
it suffices to estimate the change in the direction between the following
vector functions
T Ty1x t s x , x and y t s U w U w y , y , .  .  .  .  .  .Äj 1 j 2 j j 1 j 2 j
 .Trespectively, where we can assume that the vectors x , x and1 j 2 j
 .Ty , y , j s 1, 2, are normalized.1 j 2 j
Putting
$ w y wÄ
u s x t , y t , j s 1, 2, and g s , .  . /j j j v
we calculate that, for j s 1, 2,
cos u s x y q x y cos g t .j 1 j 1 j 2 j 2 j
q x y y x y sin g t s cos g t q h .  .1 j 2 j 2 j 1 j j
for two appropriate constants h and h .1 2
 .Since the function cos g t q h has oscillation equal to 2, for every real
 .h and g / 0, it follows that the system 1 with complex conjugate
 .characteristic multipliers satisfies the inequality 23 , only if g s 0 or
w s w, for any small admissible v-periodic perturbation.Ä
Let us also remark that this two-dimensional example can be general-
ized to the n-dimensional case, using a block construction.
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 .In the third example the demand D3 is removed.
EXAMPLE 3. Let us consider the three-dimensional 1-periodic system
 .1 , where
0 1 0
yp t 0 0A t s , . .
0 0 ln 2
2 2 3pwa , if t g 0, c.
p t s c s , b s 2a s . . 2 3 2wb , if t g c, 1 ,.
 .  .  .Then, the monodromy matrix X 1 of the system 1 is X 1 s
 .diag y1r2, y2, 2 and the characteristic multipliers are real and distinct
 .as in Theorem 2. Moreover, we have L s Re L , L s L s Ln X 1 s2 2 1
 .diag yln 2 q ip , ln 2 q ip , ln 2 .
Further, on the one hand, from Floquet theory we obtain
f f 011 12
L t1X t s F t e , F t s , f s f t , .  .  .  .f f 0 i j i j21 22
0 0 1
 .where F t is a piecewise differentiable 1-periodic nonsingular matrix and
 .X t is given by
yt ln 2 ip t t ln 2 ip te e f e e f 011 12
yt ln 2 ip t t ln 2 ip tX t s . 24 .  .e e f e e f 021 22
t ln 20 0 e
 .On the other hand, the Lyapunov transformation x s Q t u, where
 .  .  .  .Q t s X t exp yL t , transforms the real system 1 into the real system
 .9 .
 .Next, let us consider the perturbed three-dimensional system 2 , where
 .  .  .the perturbation C t s B t y A t is such that
y10 0 x x12 33
y1C t s d . 0 0 x x22 33
0 0 0
 .  .and x s x t are the elements of the matrix X t .i j i j
 .Since by 24 we have
x t xy1 t s eip t f t , j s 1, 2, .  .  .j2 33 j2
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 .  .the perturbation C t and the perturbed system 2 are 2-periodic, i.e., the
 .  .common period T of the systems 1 and 2 is T s 2.
 . 2 .  .Furthermore, it is easy to see that X 2 s X 1 s diag 1r4, 4, 4 , i.e.,
 .the demand D3 is not satisfied.
Finally, we can prove that the Lyapunov transformation, with the same
 .  .Lyapunov matrix Q t transforms the perturbed system 2 into the system
yln 2 0 0
X¨ s ¨ .0 ln 2 d
0 0 ln 2
 .Under these conditions, using the inequalities 19 , and proceeding
 .similarly to Example 1, it is easy to prove that the system 1 has not the
property of the small change in the direction of the solutions under small
perturbations.
Again, using a block construction, this three-dimensional example can
be generalized to the n-dimensional case.
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